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1)Title: Seasonal Diseases

The context: Explaining the Seasonal change in the incidence of infectious diseases is a common
phenomenon. To get aware of Health and daily routines which cause diseases.

The Practices: Institute organized the awareness programme to village people to get aware of
diseases. Faculty and staffs visited village community, arranged presentation by showing pictures,
video how disease spread in community, how dangerous it is.
The most important step to prevent mosquitoes from spreading is to destroy their potential
breeding places. Mosquitoes usually breed in stagnant or still water like buckets, unused pools,
vessels, flowerpots, clogged drains etc.

This tip is an extension of the above point as reducing mosquito habitat and keeping your
surroundings clean.

Always keep your toilet and trash bin covered.

Example: Dengue is driven by complex interactions among host, vector and virus that are influenced
by climatic factors. The dengue virus generally spreads in the monsoon season when the weather is
humid and is extremely common in tropical and sub-tropical areas. Therefore, planning your day out
or any trip during the rainy season will definitely increase the risk of dengue infection. While
travelling to cities or places where there is a risk of dengue fever, you must determine the degree of
protection required and can even take preventive drugs along with you.

Feedback:
People got aware of cleanliness and implemented, how mosquito spreads and how to stop
spreading, and many
2)

FINANCIAL SUPPORT TO POOR STUDENTS

1.

Objective of the Practice

Identifying the needy, poor and meritorious students with financial problem and help them in
pursuing B.Ed. and M.Ed. Programme.
2.

Need Addressed and THE Context

The prime concern of the thrust itself is no student should be deprived of higher education due to
financial obstacles Management regularly endeavours to identify poor, meritorious and aspiring
students and help them with free admission, fee concession and scholarship
3.

The practice

The Management is very generous to poor and needy students as they are given free education
along with the facility of ‘Earning While Learning’. The poor and meritorious students who have
thrust for knowledge are supported with books from book bank. The payment of university fees of
such students is borne by the Management. Even the physically challenged and disabled students
are also supported with financial assistance. Every year about 10 of the students avail the facility of
financial assistance from the Management.
4.

Evidence of Success

Increasing number of students with the decreasing dropout rate is itself evidence of success of this
best practice.
5.

Resources

The fund from the Management, the poor students aid fund and contribution from the
philanthropist are mobilized for executing the practice

